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What makes 
communities liveable?









We defined a liveable community as…

• Caters for a diverse mix of people

• Evolving sense of place and character

• Well-connected and highly walkable

• Socially inclusive offering opportunity for engagement

• Offers an affordable lifestyle

• Opportunities for life-long learning, employment and entrepreneurs

• Self-sufficient village

• A safe environment offering mix of uses, densities and architecture 



A liveable community must also:

Be commercially viable Embrace shared value 

A business strategy focused on companies 
creating measurable economic benefit by 
identifying and addressing social problems 
that intersect with their business.



How do we create 
liveable communities?



Applied Knowledge Purpose Driven Business Social Impact

Active involvement in creating 
town centres around Australia.

Commitment to social and 
environmental performance, 
accountability, and transparency.

Transforming the lives of hundreds 
of children in some of the most 
disadvantaged areas through care, 
education and hope.

My Journey.



First life, then spaces, then buildings 
– the other way around never works.

Jan Gehl ”
”



Creating Vibrant Communities.
A fresh approach to delivering healthy, 
sustainable and liveable communities.

Setting out a practical process to encourage a more 
considered, strategic and collaborative approach to 
development, including 35 interviews with leading 
experts in the field of health, community and urban 
development.



Tribus – a community evolution process.

Set a strong vision and 
create challenging goals that 
everyone is focused on 
achieving. Establish a core 
team that is passionate 
about achieving that vision.

See the vision become 
reality. Broaden the network 
of stakeholders in order to 
masterplan, design and build 
a more considered, diverse 
and inclusive community, 
sooner.

Bringing people and life to 
new Places. Plant the seeds 
to build a vibrant community 
and a thriving town centre.



The Methodology – ‘how’
Soft & Hard Elements



The Methodology – ‘how’
Soft & Hard Elements



Tribus. 
Community Evolution Process.

A step-by-step process that considers the 
evolution of new communities, combining the 
soft and hard elements that collectively make a 
vibrant community.



Visualise.
Case Study: Tallangatta Revitalisation, VICTORIA. 





• Establish the core project team

• Conduct a Situation Analysis

• Undertake engaging community consultation

• Set clear & measurable targets

Juliana Phelps, CEO of Towong Shire Council, said: 
“Our brief for Tallangatta made it clear that the 
masterplan must generate a series of realistic and 
practical projects that can be implemented in a five 
year time frame.”









Realise.
Case Study: SOHO Village, VICTORIA.



















Activate.
Case Study: Polaris 3083, VICTORIA.



‘Bringing people and life to new Places. 
Plant the seeds to build a vibrant community 
and a thriving town centre.’



Urban Renewal



Placemaking – heritage & adaptive reuse.



Activation Initiatives.



How can we use 
technology to help 
create more liveable 
communities?



- Social exclusion is a real problem. 

- People feel disempowered.

- Councils are disconnected. 

- Many companies want to contribute. 



What is 
Tribus?



Tribus
Crowd 

Funding

Volunteering

Social 
media

Data 
collection 

and 
integration 

Local 
Business 

promotion Grants

Consultation 
& 

engagement

Lead 
generating 

to 
consultants

Tribus is a powerful tool, resource 
and network. Its intelligent 
functionality will better connect 
good ideas to funding as well as 
people willing to make it happen. Tribus Tools

A series of tools will help 
ideas come to life and 
better connect local 
communities to what is 
happening around them



Giving back to 
community

Tribus puts its money where its 
mouth is (so to speak!) through 
the Tribus Foundation. 



The Tribus website V1.0 has now 
been developed. We are calling 
for councils to take part in a pilot 
program.



“its not where you live, 
its how you live “

Hugh Mackay



Dean Landy
e: dean.landy@chc.com.au

w: www.chc.com.au

m: 0421 285 783 

Thank you

Now available in bookstores,

online www.creatingvibrantcommunities.org

or see me to secure a copy today.

http://www.deanlandy.com/
http://www.chc.com.au/
http://www.creatingvibrantcommunities.org/

